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description of the derivational process—even if they should turn out to
be wrong in their specifics.
0.2.1. In addition, I will be assuminp that the process of deri-
vation is in some way distinct from the rest of the prammar, producing
derived stems which may then serve as the underlying representations
to which the phonological riiles apply. This is a reasonable assumption
to make since derived nominals behave exactly like primary forms in
declension and therefore probably are acted upon by the same rules;
however, the accentual character of the basic parts of a derived nominal
(i.e. primary stem plus derivationsil suffix) is in many cases such that
the parts would produce the wrong results if they were to be fed directly
into the phonological rules without first going through some distinct
process of derivation. For example, the Class 1 primary noun elnis
'stag' plus the derivational suffix -ena in fact produces the Class 3
V X 2
noun elnena 'skin of a stag'; however, simply feeding /eln+ena/ into
the phonological rules as an underlying r-3presentation would of course
produce a declensional pattern of accentuation in accordance with Accent
Class 1. Therefore it seems clear that such forms must be acted upon in
some way before they reach the phonological rules; and i'or the present
paper I will assume that the relevant processes take place in a distinct
part of the grammar.
0.3. Before proceeding, it should also be explained that in what
follows the main en^ihasis will be on the derivation of nouns from other
nouns. There are two reasons for this. First of all, the derivational
process under discussion is most transparent when it involves derivation
from nouns or adjectives, since some purely segmental problems (which
have no bearing on the present discussion but could distract one from the
issue at hand) which mi^t exist in the derivation of nouns from verbal
forms are totally lacking in the former two categories. Secondly, my
investigation of derived nominals is as yet incomplete, and what work
remains to be done involves the nominalization of verbal and adjectival
forms. At this point it seems obvious however that something very similar
(if not identical) is going on in derivation from all three categories,
and the investigation so far has revealed that whatever may be said about
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the derivation of nouns from other no\ins is in almost eveiy instance
also applicable to nominalizations from verbs and adjectives. Therefore
it seems that concentrating on this one area will simplify the discussion
considerably without causing any loss of generality.
1.1. In Lithuanian the derivation of nouns is accomplished by
affixation of a derivational suffix to either a noun, adjective, or verb
stem. For nouns and adjectives, the stem is that part which is left
if the nominative singular ending is removed (e.g. nom. sing, elnis
forms the stem eln- ) . For verbs there exist three separate stems:
the infinitive stem, which is what remains when the infinitive marker
-ti is removed; the present stem, which is the third person present
tense form minus its tense/aspect marker; and the preterit stem, which
is what is left when the ending -£ or -o is removed from the third person
form of the preterit. Therefore for the verb m^gti 'to like' (3 pres.
megsta ; 3 pret. mi go ) the infinitive, present and preterit stems areXX X
meg- , megst- and meg- respectively. To the best of w knowledge only
the infinitive and preterit stems of verbs are ever combined with
nominalizing suffixes. •- . •
;
1.2. For each of the three grammatical categories to which
nominalizing suffixes may be added there exists a unique set of these
suffixes such that the same suffix never appears affixed to stems of more
than one category. That is, any given suffix may be combined either with
noion stems or \d.th adjective stems, but never with, for example, noun
stems and verb or adjective stems. Furthermore, it seems that within
the set of suffixes combinable with verb stems additional restrictions
exist so that a given suffix may appear affixed either to infinitive
stems or to preterit stems, but never to both. It should also be noted
3that the underlying accentuation of the primary stem plays no part
in determining which suffix may be used id.th it in derivation. That is,
a derivational suffix which may appear for example with nouns is combinable
with any noun, regardless of the Ewicentuation of that noun.
1.3. It might be pointed out that in Lithuanian any given nominal-
izing suffix may have one of three functions: it may merely add semantic
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content vithout affecting the grammatical categorj' of the stem (e.g.
vilkas 'wolf but vilkena 'wolfskin'); it may change the grammatical
category of the stem with which it is combined without altering semantic
content (e.g. abejingas 'ambiguous' but abejingumas 'ambiguity'); it
may both change the grammatical category of the stem and add semantic
content (e.g. seti 'to sow' but setilvas 'a machine for sowing').
Natiu-ally all the nominalizing suffixes which are used exclusively with
noun stems (this group includes the set of derivational suffixes which
may be characterized as diminuitivizers ) necessarily have only the first
function, while those used with verbs or adjectives may be of either the
first or second type.
l.U. There seems to be no restriction on hoir many times a word
may go through the derivation process, or stated differently, a word
can conceivably consist of a root plus any number of derivational
k
suffixes. Each time through the process of derivation a new primary
stem is created and a new derivational suffix is added. For example,
beginning with the stem /paukst-/ 'bird', the suffix /-ininkas/ is
added to produce paukstininkas 'one who raises birds'. This word In
turn forms the primary stem /paukstinink-/ to which another suffix
/-yste/ is added to form paukstininkyste 'the raising of birds'.
Similarly, we find malunas 'mill'; meiluninkas 'miller'; maluninkCene
'miller's wife'. Confounded diminuitive suffixes naturally result in
the intensification of the degree of smallness or endearment. Cf.
paukstis 'bird'; paijkstelis 'birdie'; paukstelytis 'little birdie'.
1.5. Logically, certain semantic restrictions do exist on which
primary stems may be combined with what suffix (in addition to the
grammatical restrictions already mentioned). Thus, an abstract noun
like darbas 'work' would never appear combined for example with the
suffix -ena , which indicates 'the skin- of an animal'; so that no
form ''-darbena would occur in non-poetic speech. However the sem>antic
character of other suffixes is such that they could conceivably be
combined with any stem which is otherwise (grammatically) permissible.
One of these is -ininkas , which denotes 'one who is involved in some
7
way with X' where X is any noiin to which the suffix is added.
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2.1. As \Tas noted above, for any noitiinalizin^ suffix, thei^
apparently exist no restrictions concerning the accentuation of primary
stems with which it maj' be combined in derivation. That is, any suffix
may be affixed to stems belonging to any accent class as long as this
would not violate the non-accentual restrictions mentioned above.
What, is most significant to the present discussion is the fact that for
each suffix, regardless of the accentuation of the prim.aiy stem v;ith
which it is combined, derived forms with certain predictable accentual
properties are produced every time that suffix is used. Specifically,
for any derivational suffix, it is possible to predict (l) whether the
nouns it is used to derive will be accentually mobile or immobile and
(2) if the derived notm is immobile, whether the accent will fall on
o
the primary stem or on the suffix. On the basis of these predictable
accentual properties which are shared by all derived nominals , it is
possible to divide Lithuanian nominalizing suffixes into the following
three groups
:
2.1.1. Group A, which is by far the largest of the three, includes
nearly all the nominalizing suffixes in the language. These Group A
suffixes, when they are combined with stems of any accent class, always
produce derived nominals which have immobile stress on the derivational
suffix (e.g. paukstis (2) 'bird' but paukstiena (l) 'meat of fowl';
paukstide (2) 'birdhouse'; kunigas (3) 'priest' but kunigi.la (2) priest-
hood'. Of course the pitch of the stressed syllable (for monosyllabic
suffixes) determines whether the surface intonation will be acute or
grave or circumflex and thus whether the derived novin will be of Accent
Class 1 or 2. The following is a list of some of the most comjnon nominal-
izing suffixes used to derive no\ms from other nouns. (For other
nominalizing suffixes, see Senn 1966:316-332.)
2.1.1. GBOUP A:
.
-ide (2) paukstis (2) 'bird': paukstide (2) 'birdhouse'
arklys (3) 'horse'; arklide (2) 'horsestail'
-lena (l) elnis (l) 'stag'; elniena (l) 'venison'
vilkas (U) 'wolf; vilkiena (l) 'wolf meat'
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-iena (gen. -ienos ) (2) bulve (l) 'potato'; biHvlena (2) 'potato field'
aviza (3) 'barley'; aviziena (2) 'barley field'
-ienp (1) Stumbras (2) 'buffalo'; stumbrlene (l) 'buffalo cow'
sunus (3) 'son'; sunlene (l) 'daughter-in-law'
-ietis (2) kaimas (l) 'village'; kaitrietis (2) 'villager'
gimine (3) 'relationship'; giminietis (2) 'a relative'
-ija (gen. -i:jos ) (2) b rolis (l) 'brother'; brolija (2) 'brotherhood'
kunigas (3) 'priest'; kunigija (2) 'priesthood' ,.
-ynas (l) dilge (l) 'nettle'; dilg^nas (l) 'nettle thicket'
Ezuolas (3) 'oak tree'; azuolynas 'oak forest'
-yne (2) paukstis (2) 'bird'; paijkst^ne (2) 'place where
birds flock'
akmuo (i) 'stone'; akmenyne (2) 'stoney place'
-yst^ (2) ateivis (2) 'iirmigrant ' ; ateivyste (2) 'immigration'
kunigas (3) 'priest'; kunigyste (2) 'priesthood'
-iskis (2) dvasia (2) 'holy spirit'; dvasigkis (2) 'priest'
daub
a
(U) 'ravine'; daub?skis (2) 'one who lives in a
ravine
'
-uomene (l) Jaunis (2) 'young man, youth'; .1 aunuomene (l) 'yoimg
manhood'
karias (k) 'an arn^''; kariuomene (l) 'the arny'
Diminuitive Suffixes: - aitis (l), -elis (2), -ike (2), -^rtis (l), -iukas (2),
-iukstis (1), -ukas (2), -ulis (2), -utis (2), -tizis (2)
2.1.2. Group B consists of those suffixes which always produce mobile
nouns of Accent Class 3. There are relatively few suffixes of this type
in the language and of the few mentioned by Senn those used vrith primary
noun stems are listed below:
2.1.2.1. GROUP B: ' -
-end (3) kiaxme (l) 'marten'; kiaunena (3) 'martenpelt
'
ve?sis (2) 'calf; versena (3) 'calfskin'
•••..' viikas (U) 'wolf; vilkena (3) 'wolfskin'
.
•
-inas (3) stirna (l) 'roe(deer)'; staminas (3) 'roebuck'
• •• meske (2) 'bear'; meskinas (3) 'male bear'
avis (U) 'sheep'; avinas (3) 'ram'
im
2.1.3. Like Group A suffixes, those in Group C always produce
derived nominals which have immobile accent. But unlike those in Group
A, (which always produce suffix-accented derived forms) those in Grovip
C produce nominals which are accented either on the primary stem or on
the derivational suffix, depending on the accentuation of the primary
stem:, if the stem with which the suffix is combined belongs to Accent
Class 1 or 2 (that is, has underlying stress) then in the derived form
the accent will remain exactly where it was in the -orimary stem; if
the primary stem is mobile Class 3 or i+ , then the derived noun will be
accented on the derivational suffix (e.g. auksas (l) Void'; auksininkas
(1) 'poldsmith' but darbas (3) 'vork ' ; darbininkas (2) 'workman'). It
seems that thereare very few derivational suffixes of this type in
Lithuanian. I know of only one (the nominalizinp suffix -ininkas )
which definitely belongs to Group C; however, it appears that the suffix
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-imas /-ymas , which is used to form gerunds, behaves in basically the
same way as -ininkas . But because I have not yet fiolly investigated the
formation of Lithuanian perunds, I am reluctant to offer any definite
classification for this suffix. Brief investigation reveals that there
are probably also a few suffixes of this sort which occur in other
types of derivation (e.g. adjectives derived. from nouns), and it is for
this reason that I set up a separate Group C at all; hopefully the
present discussion will be able to capture som.e generalization about
Lithuanian derivation as a whole. For the time being however, "Group"
C consists of -ininkas and this should be kept in mind throughput all of
what follows
.
3.1. From the above description of Lithuanian derivation it is
clear that the first thing to do in attempting to provide an explanation
for the accentual relationshit) between primary forms and the nominals,
derived from them is to determine the accentual character of the deri-
vational suffixes (since the accentual character of the primary stems is
already known) so that a basis will be provided for discussion of the
accentual interaction which must occur between stem and suffix in derivation.
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3.2. It has alrea^ been determined that on the basis of the three
accentually different types of derived nominals produced there nmst be
three different types (with respect to accentuation) of derivational
suffix. In what follows I will try to account for this triple distinction
by establishing a distinct accentual character for each group of suffixes.
Of the three suffix types, those of Group A are always accented* those of
Group B are never accented and thoSe of Group G are sometiires accented.
Disregarding Group C for the moment, it appears that the opposition
between Group A and B suffixes resembles in some ways that which exists
between immobile and mobile primary nouns. That is, since Group A
suffixes are always accented, perhaps it is the case that the accent is
simply there in the underlying representation. Just as it is for immobile
primary nouns. Group B suffixes however never carry word accent and in
fact derive forms which end up with no accent in their underlying
representations. What this suggests is that perhaps the accentual
opposition between Group A and B suffixes is actually one between under-
lying accent and no underlying accent.
3.3. However, it immediately becomes apparent that such a course
misses entirely the major generalization which is to be made about the
accentuation of Lithuanian derivational suffixes. Since at least 80%
of the nominalizing suffixes which I know of belong to Group A, it seems
that the native speaker would feel that the thing to do is stress the
suffix in a derived nominal. In other words, the presence or absence of
stress is not something which the speaker has to memorize separately for
each suffix; on the contrary, he probably feels that any suffix which
does not receive stress is in some way exceptional (and it will become
clear later that assigning accent by rule also allows a characterization
of the speaker's probable feelings on this matter of exceptionality.)
Therefore, I will assume that stress is not present in the underlying
representations of the derivational suffixes but is assigned by some rule.
3.3.1. In order to determine what the exact character of this rule
is, it is necessary to consider suffixes of Groups B and C. First of all,
there must be something which prevents the rule from stressing all those
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suffixes which have been included in Group B above. Either the stress
insertion rule itself is restricted, or the Group B suffixes must be
marked as exceptional. Clearly the latter alternative is preferable
in this case because of the fact that there are relatively few suffixes
included in Group B, and these, since they are never accented themselves
and produce Class 3 derived nouns, must be felt by the speaker to behave
in a manner which is somewhat unusual
—
given the pireat number of Group
A suffixes. Furthermore, in addition to being few in number, the Group B
suffixes occur in actual usage very infrequently. (This is not surprising,
considering the rather specisilized meanings of some of them. e.g. -en
a
'skin of an animal' and -inas , which is used to indicate the m-ale of
the species when the general name of an animal is feminine in gender,
e.g. l§.pe 'fox' but 1spinas 'male fox*.) Therefore, it will not be
assumed that the accent insertion rule for derivational suffixes is
restricted with respect to Group B suffixes, but rather that such suffixes
are marked as exceptions to the rule. In this way ve will hopefully be
characterizing what the speaker must feel about the accentuation of Group
B suffixes.
3.^. Group C suffixes (i.e. at this point -ininkas ) , it will be
recalled, are sometimes accented and sometimes not, depending on the
underlying accentuation of the stem with which they are combined. In
keeping with the idea that accentuation of the derivational suffix is
a majoi* tendency of the language and thus should not be memorized for
each suffix, it would seem desirable to assign stress to these suffixes as
well as to those of Group A. (This stress would then have to be removed
later in some cases.) However, as a result of saying that the same rule
which assigns stress to Group A suffixes operates on those of Group C
certain difficulties arise. It will be noted that -ininkas , which appears
as -ininkas when accented, is disyllabic. This means that any rule v;hich
is responsible for assigning accent to it must specify that the second
(or last) syllable is to receive the stress. However, I know of one
other suffix which belongs to Group A and w^i.ich is also disyllabic. This
suffix, -uomene
,
alwa?,'-s bears stress on its first syllable. To take care
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of this suffix it seems that the suffix stress insertion rule sho\ald
place stress on the first syllable of the derivational suffix. Obvioxisly
the same rxile shoiild not accomplish the insertion of stress on both the
first and last syllables of derivational suffixes.
3.5. It seems that , if the suffix stress insertion rule is to
cover all Group A suffixes, including -uomene , "then two alternatives are
possible: Either (l) the suffix strfess insertion i-ule must be vrritten
to specify that accent is inserted on the first syllable (which is of
course the only syllable for monosylldbie suffixes) of the suffix ahd
then a minor rule of stress insertion will specif^'' the second syllable
to take care of those suffixes like -ininkas ; or (2) we can write the
suffix stress insertion rule in the same way but assume that stress
is underlying for polysyllabic suffixes (like -ininkas ) which have the
second (or perhaps some other syllable) accented. Neither alternative
seems to be preferable to the other. As far as the first is concerned,
it does seem true that -ininkas , being a derivational suffix, probably
should receive stress at the same time as the Group A suffixes; however,
having to use a minor rule to do this seems to neutralize the advantage.
On the other heind, the second alternative of asstuning that -ininkas is
different from all other nominalizing suffixes in the language in that
it alone has underlying stress does not really seem to have any advantages
or disadvantages that I can see.
3.5.1.
.
It should be noted that this particular problem of what to
do about assigning stress to polysyllabic nominalizing suffixes probably
arises because of the scarcity of such suffixes in the language. That
is, since almost all derivational suffixes are monosyllabic, the suffix
stress insertion rule is probably felt by the speaker to need no specifi-
cation for stress assignment to a particular syllable. On tbe other hand,
-ininkas is one of the most productive nominalizing suffixes in the
language, and therefore the speaker should have a well-established notion
of what to do with it accentually. At the same time, -ininkas is somewhat
uniisual with regard to other facets of the derivational process which
will be discussed below (cf. section U.9), so that perhaps it is felt by
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the speaker to be in general different from other nominalizing suffixes.
These conflicting bits of information contribute toward making it im-
possible to decide at this time exactly how to treat the accentuation of
polysyllabic suffixes. T'ore evidence is needed
—
perhaps a few more
polysyllabic suffixes or the knowledge that these are the only two in
the language or the intmtions of a native speaker.
3.6. For the purposes of the present paper, it will suffice to
say that Lithuanian possesses some very early rule of suffix stress
insertion (henceforth referred to as SSI) which inserts stress on the
nominalizing suffixes and which may or may not specif^r that this stress
be placed on the first syllable of polysyllabic suffixes. ITiis rule is
responsible for inserting stress on the great majority of nominalizing
suffixes in the language but does not apply to Crroup B suffixes, which
are marked as exceptions to it. Depending on the exact form of SSI,
polysyllabic suffixes like -ininkas may either receive their stress by a
minor rule or have underlying stress; either of these alternatives will
produce the sane result, while neither of them seems to make any especially
desirable or undesirable claims. That is, at the time in the derivational
process when whatever accentual interaction occurs between nominalizing
suffixes and primary stems actually takes place, -ininkas , like the
Group A suffixes, will already have stress of its own. Group B suffixes
will remain stressless
.
l+.l. At the beginning of this section it was mentioned that because
Lithuanian derived nominals exhibit three different types of accentuation,
depending on the nominalizing suffix used, I would be trying to establish
a corresponding triple accentual distinction between the derivational
suffixes themselves. So far this has not been accomplished. At this
point in the discussion. Group A and C suffixes enter into the derivational
process already stressed, while Group B suffixes are xinstressed. The
reason for the accentual differences between forms derived with Group A
suffixes and those derived with Group C suffixes is yet to be established.
These differences will be expleiined in the following sections.
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U.2. Assuming that when whatever interaction exists between
primary stems and derivational suffixes takes place suffixes of Group
A and C are already stressed, while those of Group B have no stress, it
is necessary to consider exactly what the interaction between these
suffixes and primary stems must be to produce derived nominals with the
distribution of accentual properties described in Section III above.
U.3. Since it is apparently the case that the accentuation of the
primary stem usually has little to do with determining the accentuation
of nominals derived from it (i.e. the same stem combined with three
suffixes will yield three derived nominsds, each with a different type
of accentuation (cf. triusis (2) 'rabbit'; trixjsiena (l) 'rabbit meat';
triusena (3) 'rabbit skin'; triusininkas 'one who raises rabbits'.)
and since it also turns out to be the case in all but a few instances
(involving -ininkas ) that stress, if it is present at all, occurs on
the derivational suffix and not on the primary stem, it seems that the
grammar of Lithuanian must contain some mechanism by which the primary
stem loses its stress. Probably the most likely candidate for thi6
Job wovild be some type of left de-stressinp rule
—
perhaps a rule which says
that whenever there are two stresses present in a derived stem, de-stress
the leftmost. Such a rule would work well for derived stems with Group
A suffixes; however, difficulties arise immediately when one tries to
use it to account for the accentuation of forms derived with Groxip B or
C suffixes. Taking the latter group first (i.e. those with -ininkas )
it becomes evident that, if the assumption that -ininkas alreact/' bears
stress is to be maintained, then whenever the Suffix is combined with a
Class 1 or 2 stem a de-stressing rule will produce derived forms with
accentuation which is exactly opposite to that which actually occurs.
That is, by the use of a left de-stressing rule, a form derived from a
Class 1 or 2 stem plus -ininkas will end up stressed on the derivational
suffix, while in reality such forms are root-stressed. Obviously what
would be needed to guarantee the correct output with Group C suffixes
would be a rule which de-stresses to the right .
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k.k. V/ith nominals derived by the combination of Group B suffj.xes
with the primary stem, neither a ripht nor a left de-stressing rule woiJ-d
be feasible. Obviously, if ve are to maintain the tentative rule of SSI
described above, and if Group B suffixes are to be marked as exceptions
to that rule so that they have no stress at the time when they are supposed
to interact accentually with the primary stem; then the environment for
neither sort of de-stressinp; rule could possibly be met by forms derived
with a Group B suffix.
k.5. Although one could conceivably say that these suffixes
exceptionally condition left de-stressing, even minimal consideration
indicates that this alternative is to be avoided at all costs. Intuitively,
the character of a de-stressing rule is such that it operates only when
its application accomplishes some function— for example when it avoids
adjacent stresses or works to satisfy a one-stress-per-word type of
constraint. However, to have Gro\ip B suffixes exceptionally condition the
operation of such a rule amounts to claiimng that an:,'thing csin condition
a de-stressing rule—in this case it just happens to be a derivational
suffix, but there is no reason why it could not be the accusative singular
ending or a dental stop—even though the application of the rule accomplishes
no natural function. The desirability of such a claim is of course hi^ly
suspect. It seems therefore that something other than left de-stressing
must be responsible for removing stress from primary stems combined with
Group B suffixes.
U.6. It appears then that there is no reasonable wey to use de-
stressing to account for the elimination of primary stem accent in all
three accentual types of derived fonns ; even though we might use a left
de-stressing rule with Group A suffixes and a separate de-stressing rule
which works to the ri^t for forms with Group C suffixes (assioming that
some way were foiond to Justify using two such opposing processes to
accomplish basically the same thing) there is no reasonable way a de-
stressing rule could be made to work for derived forms with Group B
suffixes. ITierefore, it would not be imreasonable to abandon de-stressing
riiles and look elsewhere for an explanation of the apparent neutralization
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of primary stem stress, in the hope that some other method cem be found
which might be able to capture some generalization about the process.
k.7. Since it seems that the accentuation of the derived form is
in most cases determined by the accentual properties of the derivational
suffix and apparently has little to do with the accentuation of the
primary stem, and since it has been determined that there is no plausible
way to lise ordinary de-stressing rules to produce all three types of
derived forms, it mi^t be necessary to look for some de-stressing
mechanism which itself is part of the derivational process, and which
thus makes the use of separate de-stressing rules for each suffix type
unnecessary. What I would propose at this point is the notion that
perhaps when the derivational suffixation takes place, the accent of the
primary stem is simply neutralized. Or, stated differently, whatever
part of the grammar is responsible for pairing up primary stems with
nominalizing suffixes to produce new derived forms (which are then fed
into the regular process of derivation as underlying forms) automatically
cancels out the underlying accentuation of the stem. It must be noted,
however, that if such a process exists, it miist affect only stress and
allow londerlying tonal contrasts to be maintained: otherwise it wovild
not be the case (as it is) that in all Class 3 derived forms, in those
cases in declension where the surface word accent occurs on the first
syllable , the surface intonation matches exactly that of the primary
stem in declension, (e.g. vilkas (U) 'wolf: vilkena (3) nom. pi.
vilkenos 'wolfskin': meske (2) 'bear'; meskinas (3) 'male bear').
U.T.I. The only motivation I can give for the choice of this
particiilar mechanism (which will be referred to as Stem Accent Neutreili-
zation or SAN) is that it works. Where de-stressing fails to work at
all, SAN serves nicely to account for why the accentuation of derived
forms seems to be in miOst cases eo completely independent of that of the
primary stem. It works to get rid of the stress in stems which are
combined with Group B suffixes to form .OLass 3 derived nominals (which
have no underlying stress), a situation in which no kind of de-stressing
rvile could seriously be proposed. The only place where it does not work
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is with fonris derived by the affixation of -ininkas (or any Group C
suffix, if others really do exist) and this problem will be discussed
below.
1+.T.2. There are a few observations about Lithuanian which
might help to Justify proposing a irechanisiri like SM for this particular
language . First of all, it seems from recent work on Lithuanian ..
accentuation (Kenstowicz and Dudas and 'Bryan in this volume) that the
language is equipped to handle at most one accent per stem underlyingly and
one accent per word at the surface. At the word level, when multiply
stressed nouns are produced by the addition of stressed endings to
stressed stems, there is a r\ile, which Kenstowicz refers to as Stress
Adjustment, which neutralizes all but the leftmost stress in the word.
We shall see later that an identical rule m.ay apply in the formation
of prefixed nomlnals to eliminate all but the first stress (i.e. that
on the prefix) in the word before the prefixed form enters ordinary
phonological derivation as an underlying form and may in fact operate
as a filter on all derived forms. These two rules for adjusting stress
(Kenstowicz 's Stress Adjustment, which is an ordinary phonological
rule and the one exactly like it which applies to prefixed forms before
they enter the phonological component) along with SAI*7 appear to be
part of a Lithuanian conspiracy to produce words with only one stress
and, at a deeper level, to produce stems with at most one stress.
U.T.3. Secondly, after a stem has entered the derivational
process, its underlying accentuation has in most cases no function which
could not be taken over ty the accentual properties of the derivational
suffix. In Lithuanian nominaJ.s , the presence or absence of underlying
Ik
stress on nouns has no semantic import. Apparently the only fiinction
underlying stress has is to determine what sort of accentual paradigm
(mobile or immobile) will be produced for each word in declension.
In derived forms however, there is always a derivational suffix present
which either does or does not carry stress and it is conceivable that the
presence or absence of stress on this suffix could serve the same purpose
as the presence or absence of stress on the underived primary no\:ins
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served. Since the only function stress on the primary stem has could
be taken over by the derivational suffix accentuation, the presence of
SAN in the derivational process fiinctions to remove a possibly superfluous
accent from the stem.
U.S. The reader will no doubt have noticed that even the presence
of a mechanism like SM within the process of derivation will not
acco\mt for the accentuation of nominals derived by means of Oroup C
suffixes such as -ininkas . It was noted above that for such forms a
left de-stressing rule would have the effect of producing forms which
are accentually Jiust the opposite of those which actually occvir when-
ever the suffix is combined \7ith a Class 1 or 2 noun. In this respect,
SM acts no differently. If SAN actuaJ.ly does exist as part of the
derivational process, then for some reason stems which are combined with
Group C suffixes must not be submect to this primary stem de-stressing m
mechanism. Although this causes difficulties, they are not unresolvable
.
h.9. Recall that various difficulties concerning the accentuation
of -ininkas were noted above in section 3.5.1, and it was revealed
that this particular suffix is extremely productive in the language.
It is so productive that a quidc check of the dictionary reveals that
for most nouns there is a form with -ininkas listed. This frequency
of occurrence and productivity is of course the result of the
extremely flexible semantic properties of the suffix. The semantic
character of -ininkas is such that it may be combined with virtually any
noun to indicate someone who somehow is connected with the noun the
suffix appears with. However, the exact relationship between person
and object may vary considerably:
auks as (l) 'gold'; auksinlnkas (l) 'goldsmith'
avis (U) 'sheep'; avininkas (2) 'shepherd'
brostva (2) 'brotherhood'; brostvininkas (l) 'member of a brotherhood'
perkunas (l) 'thunder'; perkuninkas (l) 'thionder worshipper'
This semantic variation is not present in words derived by the iise of
other suffixes, -ena for example always derives nominals meaning 'skin
of X' where X is the noun it is combined Td.th, or -lena always indicates
'meat of X'. In fact, rather than acting semantically like an ordinary
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derivational suffix, -ininkas behaves more like an affix entering
into composition with a stem, since in composition the semantic character
of the newly formed word is never definitely predictable:
ko.la (1) 'foot': pal-.oja (l) 'footstool'
duja (h) 'tiny particle'; padu,1a (3) 'very tiny narticle'
laikas (k) 'time': palaikas (3) 'the rest, the remainder'
Therefore, what might be suggested is that -ininkas is not felt by
the speaker to be an ordinary derivational suffix. If this is true,
then the fact that the primary stems with which -ininkas is combined are
not subject to SM is not remarkable. As we shall see later, forms
derived by the use of -ininkas may not be subject to any rules which are
specifically connected with derivation and actually are accentually
.derived by the application of the same rule which seems to derive many
prefixed forms.
U.9. It shoTold also be mentioned here that in case the suffix
-i mas /-ymas used to form gerunds should (as I suspect it will) actually
turn out to be like -ininkas in that it belongs to Group C, it would also
have to be somehow exempt from SAN. In the case of -imas /-ymas this
would not be difficult to explain. Since it forms gerunds, this suffix
of course occurs only with verb stems. In verb stems however, the
presence or absence of root accent is closely connected to semantic
considerations; and consequently, the loss of this accent which would
occur through the operation of SAI' could cause considerable semantic
ambigvdty for the speaker. Therefore it is not surprising that such a
suffix would behave in the sajne way as -ininkas with respect to accent,
maintaining the original accentuation of the stem (i.e. the suffix
itself appears. accented only when the primary stem had no underlying stress.)
I+.IO. Even assuming that Group C suffixes Jvistifiably do not cause
the primary stems with which they are combined to be de-stressed by SAN,
one m\ist still account for the removal of the accent from the derivational
suffix when the primary stem, is Class 1 or 2. It was sxiggested above
that perhaps derived forms with -ininkas were semantically similar to
compounds form.ed by the addition of a prefix to a primary stem. It
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mi^t therefore be possible that it i^sembles these fonrs accentueilly
also. In order to determine whether this is triie , it will be necessary
to examine the accentuation of prefixed nouns.
5.1. There are several nominal prefixes which occur in Lithuanian,
and these prefixes are much like the nominalizinp suffixes in their
distribution and occxirrence. That is, nominal prefixes of course occur
only with nouns or adjectives , but each one may occur with nouns or
adjectives of any accent class. As is the case with derivaticneil
suffixes, more than one prefix may occur on a word, multiple prefixes
probrfsly representing repeated con^joundin^
.
5.2. For all nominal prefixes except pa- (which will be discussed
below) composition with a primary noim or adjective results in a new
compound form of Accent Class 1, where the word accent is on the prefix.
This happens regardless of the original accentuation of the primary form.
For example:
brolis (l) 'brother'; pobrolis (l) 'stepbrother'
stalas (2) 'table'; apystale (l) 'group of people seated at a table'
darbas (3) 'work'; podarbis (l) 'the time immediately after hard work'
ausra (k) 'davrn'; prieausris (l) 'the time immediately before dawn'
5.3. The case is somewhat different for pa-. If this prefix is
combined with an immobile Class 1 or 2 noun, then the accentuation of
the prefixed form will be exactly the same as that of the unpi^fixed
form. (e.g. koja (l) 'foot'; pakoja (l) 'footstool') On the other hand,
if pa- is affixed to a mobile Claiss 3 or U noun, the new prefixed form
will edso be mobile (Class 3) with its accent in declension alternating
between the prefix and the ending. In other words, prefixing a form with
pa- does nothing to the original accentuation of that form; if it originally
had an underlying accent, that accent remains; if it originally had no
accent (i.e. was mobile) and therefore received word-stress only through
the operation of a riile which assigns stress to the fii-st syllable of
mobile words in declension (cf. Kenstowicz), then the affixation of pa-
17does nothing to change this. The fact that in prefixation the newly
prefixed moipheme pa- becomes the first syllable of the word accounts for
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why in prefixed mobiles the accent appears to alternate between the
prefix, which is now the first syllable, and the inflectional ending.
5.^4 At this point, as before with the nominalizing suffixes,
it is again necessary to determine the underlying accentuation of the
prefixes themselves so that we can go on to discliss the accentual inter-
action between prefix and noun. It seems evident that accentually, all
the nominal prefixes except pa- must be veiy similar to the derivational
suffixes of Group A. That is, it is also true of these prefixes
that no matter what the accentuation of the noun with which they are
combined, the accent of the new stem is always immobile on the prefix
For this reason, one might again want to say that an accent must then be
present on the prefix in its underlying representation. This however
causes the same problem which was encountered with the Group A suffixes.
Since it is the case in almost every instance of prefixation (of primary
notms) that the suffix receives the word-accent. It would seem, reasonable
to capture this generalization by assigning accent to the prefix by a
rule in order to indicate that accent on the prefix is not something
which the speaker memorizes for each prefix separately, pa- , since it
never receives stress by this rule, which will be referred to as
Prefix Stress Insertion or PSI, will have to be marked as an exception
—
Just as Group B suffixes were exceptions to SSI.
5.5.I. Because there are at least two polysyllabic prefixes in
Lithuanian ( apy- and tarpu- ) the rule PSI might have to specify that the
accent must be placed on the second syllable of the prefix. Although apy-
does not really necessitate this, bince in this specific instance the
synchronic reflex of De Saussure's Law (cf. Kenstowicz) coiold be responsible
for causing the accent to shift from 6in original position on the first
syllable to the following high pitched syllable, for tarpu- it is not
likely that this could be the case; so that it seems reasonable to assume
that PSI does indeed specify that accent be assigned to the rightmost
syllable of the prefix.
5.6. As in the discussion of nomlnalization above, the problem
again arises of how it happens that for prefixes in general the accent
of the primary nciin appears to get deleted, making the prefix-accent
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serve as the stem-accent. There are a couple of ways in which this
cotild come about, but the first thing that suppests itself is that
19perhaps whatever part of the grEuriinar is responsible for composition
has some mechanism corresponding to SAN of the derivational process.
All the observations which were made concerninfr derivation and SAN above
are valid for prefixation also. However, in derivation it atDpears that
there is no other way to account for what happens to underlying stem
accents besides assuming the existence of a powerful mechanism like
SAN, since \ising de-stressing rules leads there to n\amerous complications
and makes undesirable claims about what de-stressing rules can do. In
discussing prefixation hovrever, it is not necessary to resort to a
radical mechanism like SAW, since more conventional methods seem able to
account for the neutralization of stem accents in prefixed forms.
5.7. A qiiick glance at how the accentuation of prefixed forms is
related to that of the corresponding unprefixed forms reveals that a rvile
of Pig^t De-stressing would work in eveiy case to produce prefixed
forms with the correct accentuation. Such a rule would however have to
specify that there is no limit on the number of intervening syllables
between the prefix and the stem accent, since Qass 1 or 2 stems
may be polysyllabic with underlying stress in any syllable of the stem.
The fact that the environment for Right De-stressing may not specify
contiguous stresses (and therefore doesn't function specifically to
eliminate adjacent stresses) indicates that the sole purpose of this
rule is to gueu-antee at most one stress per stem (which in this case
occurs on the prefix). It will be recalled however, that there is
already an identical rule on the word level (Stress Adjustment) which
accomplishes exactly the same thing—except of course at a higher level.
This rule specifies the deletion of all but the leftmost stress in
any word which has acquired multiple stresses by the addition of a
stressed inflectional ending to an underlyingly stressed stem. To have
a rvle of Right De-stressing included in the process of prefixation and
to have a rule of Stress Adjjstnient which is apparently identical in
function and claims operating as an ordinary phonological rule seems
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suspicioiis. It mifht be rrore reasonable to assuire that, in keeping
with a possible Lithuanian constraint against miiltiple stresses on
stems and words, there mipht be only one rule of Stress Adjustment
which applies at the end of any sort of derivational process (i.e. the
end of prefixation, nominalization, and ordinary phonological derivation)
and which acts as a sort of filtering device to adjust any stems or
words \-rhich have acquired multiple stresses in the process of derivation.
5.8. Assuming then that a rule such as Stress Adjustment applies
at the end of prefixation, the derivation of prefixed forms from immobile
and mobile stems would be something like the following, where pre
represents all prefixes except £a~ and CVC represents a stem with an
unspecified number of syllables:
pre+C^C
PSI pre+C^C
SA pre+CVC
pre+CVC
5.9. Getting back to the problem which was mentioned in section
k.9 involving the accentuation of derived nominals ending in -ininkas ,
it was observed that the lose of this suffix may be felt by the speaker
to result in something like a compcvind stem rather than in a true
derived stem. That is, it might be felt that what happens to a stem
when -ininkas is added is semantically more similar to what happens to
it in composition than it is to what happens when a true derivational
suffix is added. For this reason -ininkas might not be felt to be a
derivational suffix at all and therefore the stems with which it is
combined would not be subject to SAN. However, assiuning that -ininkas
20
itself is already accented, then its addition to Class 1 or 2 stems
wovild create derived forms with multiple stresses. It is possible that
in order to get rid of such forms the filtering rule SA applies at the
end of the derivational process to eliminate all but the leftmost stress.
Then the derivation of forms with -ininkas would simply be
C^C+ininkas CVC+ininkas
SA C^C+ininkas CVC+ininkas
yielding for example auksininkas (l) 'goldsmith' from auks
a
s (l) 'gold'
-PSI
pa+C^C
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but avininkas (2) 'shepherd' from avis (U) 'sheep'. Thus, \mlike
those fomed with other derivational suffixes, forms with -ininkas
end up beinp subject to only the filtering rule of Stress Adjustment.
In this way they are by accident accentually more like forms derived
by £a- prefixation than they are like those derived by suffixation.
6.1. It was mentioned at the beginning of this paper that derived
nominals with more than one derivational suffix (therefore probably
representing more than one pass through the derivational process) can
occiir in the language. Derived prefixed forps can also occur, some of
them containing more than one prefix. The remainder of the present paper
will be devoted to considering the rules which have already been posited
in ll^t of the accentuation of these additional prefixed and derived
forms to see whether any new evidence will be presented which requires
the elimination or adjustment of any of the above rules or the addition
of any new machinery. Ilie tentative r\iles suggested so far for derivation
and prefixation are listed below for convenience
:
6.1.1. Derivation:
SAN Whenever derivation takes place, de-stress the
primary stem.
.
' • SSI Stress the first syllable of the derivational
suffix.
6.1.2. Prefixation:
PSI Stress the rightmost syllable of the prefix
6.1.3. At the end of all types of derivation:
SA Delete all but the leftmost stress.
6.2. It is in my opinion reasonable to assume that the Lithuanian
process of derivation adds one suffix each time it applies. Therefore,
forms with multiple suffixes must have gone through derivation more than
once. Using the derivational apparatus which has tentatively been
assumed, it can be predicted that each time a new Group A suffix is
added, the old derived stem (which includes the suffix which was added
in the first pass through derivation) becomes the new primary stem and
automatically loses its accent by SAW. Then a new suffix is added and
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will receive stress by SSI. This is exactly what occurs, as is
evidenced by forms such as
tlvas (1) 'father'; tevulis (2) 'little father'; teviilelis
(2) 'dear little father'
psiikstis (2) 'bird'; paukstininkas (l) 'one who raises birds';
paukstihinltyste (2) 'the raisin? of birds'
valdinys (3) 'subject (of some higher authority)'; valdiniiikas . (2)
'official'; valdininkiene (l) 'wife of an official'
;
valdininki.la (2) 'the state of beinp an official'
A sample derivation of tevulelis from tevas would be • ' . •
V "^AN ^9T V ^ 21
I tev- ---> tev+ulis -~> tev+ulis > tevulis
II tevul- -~> tevijl+elis ---> tevul+elis > tevulelis
When the first of multiple suffixes is -ininkas the followinp deri-
vational steps occur. (Recall that -ininkas does not condition SAN)
I paukst- —— > paukst+ininkas -— > paukstininkas > paukstininkas
II paukstinink- > paukstinink+yste - — > pa\Jkstininkfyste >
paukstininkyste
When -ininkas is the rifMmost of multiple suffixes, the same tentative
apparatus predicts that if the next-to-last suffix is one belonging
to Group A it will retain its accent even though a new suffix has been
added. This is exactly what happens:
senas (U) 'old'; senybe (2) 'antiquity'; senybininkas (l)
'antiquarian'
segti 'to stick something on with a pin'; segtukas (2) 'pin';
segtukininkas (l) 'maker of pins'
6.3. Even though it is true that whenever any prefix except pa-
occurs with a primary stem the prefix is accented, when such a prefixed
form goes through the derivational process and receives a norainalizing
suffix, the derivational suffix, if it belongs to Group A, ends up
bearing stemr-stress . For example .
priesgyna (l) 'shrew' ; pries gynyste (^) 'shrewishness'
iizgiris (l) 'area on the other side of a woods'; uzgirietis
(2) 'someone who lives on the other side of the woods'
apysaka (l) 'story*; apysakele (2) 'short story'
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If the suffix belon/?s to nroup C, forms like the followinp occtir:
prievDle (l) 'duty'; prievolininkas (l) 'someone who is coiranitted
to perform a duty'
podelis (l) 'storeroom'; podelininkas (l) 'one vrho Is in charpe of
a storeroom'
This is exactly what is predicted, since -ininkas , not beinp felt to
be a true derivational suffix does not conditioh SAW. This allows the
underlying stism-stress to remain on the prefix- Since the suffix itself
has an accent, this creates stems with tvro stresses. Stress Adjustment
then applies to eliminate all but the leftmost stress, which is on the
prefix.
6.U. V/hen the primary stem contains the prefix pa-, the derivational
apparatus predicts that the addition of a Group A suffix would produce
a derived form with stress on the suffix—since SAN applies to remove
any stress the primary stem mi^t have had and pa- itself never received
stress by PSI. The addition of a Group C suffix to a prefixed stem with
pa- should produce derived forms with accent on the original primary
stem if that stem was Class 1 or 2 and on the derivational suffix if the
original stem was Class 3 or U. Once af^ain, as evidenced by the follow-
ing forms , the tentative apparatus produces the correct results
:
pakalnas (3) 'mountain'; pakalnensis (l) 'one who lives on a mountain'
pakape (3) 'place near a grave'; pakapyne (2) 'area arotjnd the
cemetary
'
pagalba (l) 'aid, assistance'; pagalbininkas (l) 'helper'
pa^lama (3) 'income'; pajamininkas (2) 'cashier'
6.5. As was shown above, it is true that with all prefixes except
pa-, whenever prefixation of a primary stem occurs, the accentuation of
the new form is invariably immobile on the prefix. It might seem
reasonable to expect then that with prefixed derived forms (when the case
is actually one in which a prefix is added to a stem which has already
gone through the derivationeil process of suffixation) the same thing would
occur because the filtering rule always operates to remove all stresses
in the new stem except the one on the prefix. However, this does not
occur—or at least the dictionary lists no forms where this appears to
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have occurred. If this lack of derived forms which have been prefixed
is not Just an accidental omission by the lexicographers, then there
are two possibilities : either the entire analysis I have presented
so fau: is completely or at least partly incorrect or there exists sone
sort of interaction betv^een the two processes of derivation and pre-
fixation (or perhaps they are not distinct from each other at all).
Since our tentative apparatus seems to work reasonably well for a p^reat
many different types of derived forms, I would suspect that the latter
possibility is the m.ore probable. If it turns out to be true either
that there is some accentual interaction between prefixation and derivation
or that the two are actually one and the same process, the implications
woiild be significant for any further work on Lithuanian derivational
morphology; hcrever, 1 think that what has been included in the present
paper would remain more or less unchanged. For this reason I will say
no .more about the problem and go on to discuss the accentuation of stems
vn.th more than one prefix.
6.7. When stems with more than one prefix occur, it is reasonable
to suppose that, as with suffixes, the miiltiple prefixes have been
acqiiired by more than one pass through the composition process. Therefore,
one might expect that as long as neither of the prefixes is pa- the
leftmost would always be accented. This is what does happen:
kulnis (h) 'heel'; uzkulnis (l) 'the back part of a heel';
pouzkulnis (l) 'under-part of a heel'
vaikaitis (l) 'grandchild'; provaikaitis (l) 'great grandchild';
proprovaikaitis (l) 'great great grandchild'
Something which is thoroughly surprising ho\'^ever is the fairly frequent
occ\irrence of multiple-prefixed nouns like the following:
durys (2) 'door'; tarpduris (l) 'doorway'; patarpduris (l)
'place in front of the doorv/ay'
pelenas (3) 'open hearth'; uzpelenis (l) 'place behind the
hearth'; pauzpelenis (l) 'area in the vicinity of the hearth'
Notice that, when it is the first of two prefixes, pa- gets an immobile
accent and receives word stress. This is of course not at all what one
would expect pa- to do in such cases ; based on its general behavior and
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the derivBtlonal noles suggested so far; this prefix wovild be expected
to leave the accent on the first prefix (i.e. the one added in the
first trip through the pre fixation process) so that the accentuation
would be "patarpduris and '^auzpelenis . The fact that even pa- ireceives
stress when it is the first of mialtiple prefixes indicates that, even
though the mechanisms which have already been suggested would suffice
to produce forms like pozkulnis , the rule which inserts stress on pre-
fixes (PSI) will have to be revised. Recall that originally pa- was
marked as an exception to this rule. In its revised form PSI will now
have to look something like the following:
(Revised) PSI prefix > +stress / + prefix ^ stem
while pa- will be marked as an exception to PSI only if no other prefix
is present between it and the stem. In this revised form PSI will be
able to produce the correct accentuation for nominals with any nvimber
of prefixes.
6.8. The reader has undoubtedly noticed several gaping holes in
the data presented in this section. Namely, there occurred no examples
of forms derived from prefixed stems by the addition of Group B suffixes;
nor were there any examples of what happens to Group B suffixes in
repeated passes through the derivational mechanism. One might predi ct
that both the former and the latter derived forms would be of Accent
Class 3 if the Group B suffix were the ri|3htmost. Class 1 or 2 if a
Group A suffix were rightmost, or Class 1 or 2 of a Group C suffix
were rightmost, but further evidence is needed.
6.8.1. Furthermore, there have been no examples of forms with
multiple (i.e. more than two) prefixes and multiple suffixes, nor
are they likely to be found in any available dictionary. Such complex
forms wovild probably come only from a native speaker asked specifically
to construct them.
FOOTNOTES
In the following discussion the description of Lithuanian
nominal accentuation which appears in Kenstowicz's contribution to
this volume will be followed. The reader's familiarity with this
description is presupposed end quite necessary for comprehension of the
present paper.
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Actually these are surface representations, while the deri-
vational process probably operates on underlying representations.
Hovjever, for simplicity, forins vn.ll be piven in their segmental
surface forms, while stress will be marked by x where it must appear
in the imderlying representation.
TTiroughout the paper I lose 'primary stem' to refer to that stem
which is imdergoing the derivational process (i.e. that stem to which
a derivational suffix is added). However, this stem may or may not be
primary in the usual sense. That is, since, we shall see later,
derivation can take place by the addition of a suffix to a stem which
has itself been derived by the suffixation process, sometimes what I
refer to as the primaiy stem is in fact derived and already contains
at least one derivational suffix.
Forms with more than three suffixes do not occur in the
dictionary, but, in w opinion, it is probable that a speaker asked
to do so could construct a word containing four or more suffixes.
The suffix occasionally occurs as -inkas when it is combined
with polysyllabic stems ending in ri.
ft
The glosses for diminuitive forms are approximations, included
only to give the reader some idea of their meaning. Lithuanian
diminuitives are not, strictly speaking, directly translatable into
English.
7
It might be noted that it is probable that there are certain
restrictions on where, in a line of multiple suffixes on one word,
this particular suffix can occur. While there are numerous instances
of such words where -ininkas is the first (i.e. leftmost) suffix in
a string, I could find very few examples where it was the last. It is
likely that such ordering restrictions exist for other suffixes too
without my being aware of them.
There may exist a very limited number of suffixes for which,
in order to predict the place of accent for immobile derived nouns,
it is necessary to know the imderlying accentuation of the primary
stem. This will be discussed in detail below.
9Numbers in parentheses refer to accent class.
All suffixes mentioned in this paper come from Senn 1966, while
all forms may be found in Niedermann 1968. Throughout the paper,
suffixes will be cited as they appear in declension with the nominative
singular ending. Most which appear with masculine endings have corre-
sponding feminine endings also.
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Naturally no noun derived by suffixation could belong to Class
U, since neribershlp in that class is a priori restricted to monosyllabic
stems
.
12
The segmental form of the suffix varies, depending on the verb
stem to which it is affixed.
"Tlere the process of derivation" refers to the ordinary phono-
logical process by which underlying forms are converted to surface
structures.
lit /This is in contrast to verbs, where vinderlying stress (or
stress assigned at the very beginning of derivation) is significant
semeintically. (cf. Dudas and O'Bryan in this volume.)
15
The reader should not assume from this that the speaker feels
-ininkas to form con^jounds. It is undoubtedly accidental that the same
rule applies to forms with -ininkas and those with certain prefixes.
This will become clear later in the paper from the character of the rule
involved.
In the discussion which follows, everything said concerning
the pre fixation of nouns also applies to prefixed short- form adjectives.
17
It might be helpful at this point, in order to avoid possible
confusion later, to emphasize the fact that the accentual relationship
which exists between a simple stem, and the form of that stem which includes
the prefix
^S.- differs significantly from the accentual relationship
which exists between a primary stem and the corresponding derived form
with -ininkas . That is, the form of a stem which appears with pa- always
has the same sort of accentuation (mobile or immobile) as the unprefixed
form of the stem, and it is also true that when -ininkas is added to
an immobile (Class 1 or 2) stem, the derived form will also be Immobile.
However, when -ininkas is affixed to an accentually mobile stem, the
derived form is always immobile Class 2, with stress remaining fixed on
the derivational suffixt '
~
1 Q
Although pa- is stressed sometimes in declension, that is the
result of a phonological rule mentioned above which causes the alternation
of accent between first syllable and inflectional eading. Everything
relevant to the present discussion takes place before ordinary phono-
logical rules may apply; i.e. at the end of the compounding process under
discussion, a prefixed stem is produced which is then used as the input
for the phonological rules.
19
It is possible that it could be the same part which is responsible
for derivation. However, at the present so little is known about either
that it is impossible to decide whether they are actually separate or
not ; but for the purposes of the present paper and until further investi-
gation is made, I will be assuming that derivation and composition are
separate processes.
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It was noted above in section 3-5 that it mi^t be assumed
either that -ininkas has underlying stress or that it receives it
by a minor rule which inserts stress on the second syllable of certain
polysyllabic derivational suffixes. If -ininkas is not felt to be
a true derivational suffix, then the former alternative becomes somewhat
preferable to the latter. (Although there are no overwhelming advantages
to either.) Thus, for want of conclusive evidence either way, I will
assume that -ininkas is marked for stress in the underlying representation.
TTiis step includes various rules which produce surface intonation
from deeper combinations of tone and stress.
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